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Island Formation and Critical Thickness in
Heteroepitaxy

In a recent Letter Chen and Washburn [1] propos
a mechanism for island nucleation in large-mismatc
heteroepitaxy. The predicted coveragesQd dependence of
the 3D island densityrisQd reproduces the fast increas
in the island density near the critical coverageQc ø
1.6 ML [2]. Here we show that the critical coverage
predicted by Ref. [1] depends strongly on the growth ra
thus contradicting, among others, the experimental resu
of Refs. [2,3].

The starting hypothesis of Ref. [1] is that during de
position submonolayer islands (platelets) form, and th
size distribution follows rsN , Qd  sQyN

2dFsNyN d
[4], whereN is the average island size and Ref. [1] use
the scaling functionFsud  1.1u exps20.27u3.7d [5].
Nucleation theory indicates that only platelets larger th
a critical nucleus sizeNc form 3D islands, the result-
ing island density beingrisQd 

R`

Nc
rsN , Qd. Using

N  C Q with a proper choice ofC , the densityrisQd
fits well the experimental results of Ref. [2]. However
this model assumes thatC is constant, in contrast with
the main results of submonolayer epitaxy, which pred
that C depends strongly on growth rate and temperatu
[4]. Indeed, the average distance between islands is giv
by ld  s1yad sDyFdc , whereD is the diffusion constant
of the adatoms,F is the growth rate,c  1y2 [6], anda
is a constant. Consequently, the complete expression
the average island size isN  Ql2

d  s1yad sDyFd2cQ

which leads to

risQd  a

µ
F
D

∂2c Z `

l
Fsud du , (1)

wherel  aNcsFyDd2cyQ.
The island density given by (1) has a strongsFyDd

dependence. To see this, in Fig. 1 we plotrisud as a
function of u (the plot is similar to Fig. 4 of Ref. [1]).
Indeed, with a proper choice ofsFyDd, (1) provides
a reasonable fit to the experimental results of Ref. [2
However, a factor of 2 increase or decrease in the grow
rate, while keeping the temperature constant, gives
rather different critical coverage, as shown in Fig. 1. Th
result contradicts numerous experimental observatio
that find that the critical coverage, within experiment
errors, is independent of the growth rate. For examp
Gerard [3] measured the photoluminescence spectra
three different growth rates, 0.125, 0.5, and 2 MLys,
and observed no change in the critical coverage. Und
similar conditions the model of Ref. [1] predicts a16-fold
variation in Qc, an effect that would easily be detecte
experimentally.

In fact the physical origin of the critical coverage i
much studied for GeySi heteroepitaxy, and lies in the ther
modynamic properties of the strained overlayer syste
[7], and not in the dynamics of the submonolayer islan
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FIG. 1. Island density as a function of the coverageQ, as
predicted by (1). The growth rates corresponding to the thre
curves from left to right areF1, 2F1, and 4F1, respectively.
The dots correspond to the experimental results of Ref. [2].

ing, as suggested by Ref. [1]. Indeed, while certainly dy
namical effects play an important role, calculations base
on equilibrium principles can reproduce many key aspec
of quantum dot formation, including the critical coverage
and the existence of several growth modes [8].
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